
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Is your product made in the United States of America? 

Natures Composites is produced solely in the USA. It partners with local farmers for its wheat 
straw and maintains a crucial part in the economics in the region. 

What makes Natures Composites Products Environmentally Friendly? 
Over 50% of Natures Composites products are composed of recycled wheat straw, sourced from 

locally farmers to support farmers. Natures composites uses HDPE Plastic, an environmentally 

stable product that is long lasting, recyclable, and considered to be a low-hazard plastic. Natures 

Composites use as much recycled HDPE as available. Too offset waste, Natures Composites 

products are upcycled when product does not meet quality standards.  

Do I need to stain or paint your product? 
Natures Composites delivers its own line of vibrant colors that do not need to be stained or 
painted. For more information please see {HYPERLINK TO COLOR PAGE}. 

What are the fencing spans Natures Composites recommends? 
Natures Composites recommends using 6FT on-center fencing spans, with a four (4) rail system. 
Other fence systems may require special sizing, speak with a sales rep for more info at 
1.877.810.4029                                                                             

Do I need to clean my product? 
Natures Composites recommends annual or semi-annual care and cleaning of its products. This is 
further outlined here: {HYPERLINK TO CARE AND CLEANING}. 

Is Natures Composites product structural? 
Natures Composites product is not structural beyond the weight and wind loading that comes with 
a fence. Using a Natures Composites pickets for anything other than a fence or gate filler is not 
recommended by Natures Composites. 

What are your color options? 
Natures Composites offers four different colors that are detailed here: {HYPERLINK TO COLOR 
PAGE} 

What kind of warranty do you offer? 
Natures Composites offers 10-year limited warranty that are detailed here: {HYPERLINK TO 
WARRANTY PAGE} 

Is the product warranty transferable? 
It is transferable one time within 5 years of purchase. {HYPERLINK TO WARRANTY PAGE} 

Can we get your fence products in different heights? 
Natures Composites offers a standard 69” high fence. Other sizes must be discussed with a sales 
representative at 1.877.810.4029. 

Are Natures Composites Products water safe? 
Natures Composites products are water resistant and withstand normal weather condition, 
however we do not recommend fully submerging products. Extreme water exposure may cause 
negative long term affects, please contact us for more information 1.877.810.4029. 

Do you add any kind of toxic products to your materials? 
Natures Composites remains committed to its role in keeping our environments safe, are 
products are child and animal safe.  

Expansion and Contraction? 
All composite materials will expand and contract with the changing temperatures.  It will expand 
during the hotter season and contract during the colder times.  This expansion and contraction is 
a natural characteristic.  Gate hardware is easily adjustable to accommodate to the climate 
changes and may require minor adjustments over time.   Please install per installation 
instructions. 


